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Abstract

This paper proposes an unsupervised tumour segmentation approach for PET
data. The method computes the volumes of interests (VOIs) with subpix-
el precision by considering the limited image resolution and partial volume
effects. First, an improved anisotropic diffusion filter is used to remove im-
age noise. A hierarchical local and global intensity active surface modelling
scheme is then applied to segment VOIs, followed by an alpha matting step to
further refine the segmentation boundary. The proposed method is validat-
ed on real PET images of head-and-neck cancer patients with ground truth
from human experts, as well as customly-designed phantom PET images with
objective ground truth. Experimental results show that our method outper-
forms previous automatic approaches in terms of segmentation accuracy.

Keywords:
Positron Emission Tomography, Tumour Segmentation, Active Surface
Modelling, Alpha Matting, Mutual Information.

1. Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) is one of the most advanced medical
imaging technologies on the molecular level for human functional imaging. A
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common example in clinical use is imaging glucose metabolism with the PET
tracer 18F-Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG). High up-take and retention of FDG
by tumour cells can be used to define a volume of interest (VOI). Accurate
segmentation of the VOI is critical for many tasks in radiation oncology
such as diagnosis, staging, radiotherapy planning and treatment assessment.
In addition to the primary tumour, metastatic VOIs such as lymph nodes in
head-and-neck cancer also express high FDG uptake, thus their segmentation
is also important for staging and treatment planning.

Segmentation of PET VOIs is usually performed manually, or by thresh-
olding at standardized uptake values (SUVs) [1]. Manual segmentation is
time consuming and the VOIs delineated by different medical professionals
can vary widely [2]. On the other hand, the majority of fully- or semi-
automatic segmentation methods are based on intensity thresholding [1, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7]. It is difficult to find a threshold value to segment the VOI accu-
rately due to the low spatial resolution and the signal-to-noise characteris-
tics of PET, and the absence of a meaningful scale (such as Hounsfield units
(HU) in CT imaging) to associate voxel intensities with underlying molecu-
lar processes. Also, thresholding is not very robust, as a small change of the
threshold value can significantly alter the segmentation result. Last but not
least, thresholding does not consider the spatial characteristics of an image,
making it sensitive to noise and intensity inhomogenity.

Recently, more advanced automatic PET segmentation methods have
been proposed. Belhassen et al. [8] employed a fuzzy C-means algorithm
to segment tumours in PET. Hsu et al. [9] utilized an edge-based segmen-
tation model called Poisson Gradient Vector Flow (PGVF) to automatically
find the abnormality outlines in PET images. Gribben et al. [10] used the
Markov Random Field Expectation Maximisation (MAP-MRF EM) labelling
technique to segment VOIs. Montgomery et al. [11] proposed a segmentation
method based on a multiscale Markov Random Field Model (MRFM). These
methods only consider intensity and spatial characteristics of PET images,
but ignore the information of the whole volume. Also, these methods are
hindered by poor spatial resolution and partial volume effects (PVE).

In this paper, to address the above limitations of previous approaches,
we propose a novel VOI segmentation method which employs a hierarchical
approach. Our method (Section 2) combines improved local and global in-
tensity active surface modelling and alpha matting, and achieves sub-pixel
segmentation accuracy. Experimental results (Section 3) show that this ap-
proach is robust with respect to noise and density inhomogenity in PET data,
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and can achieve accurate segmentation results.

2. Overview of the Proposed Approach

The flowchart of the proposed segmentation system is shown in Fig. 1.
First, as preprocessing, an improved anisotropic diffusion filter is used to
automatically remove image noise. A hierarchical segmentation scheme is
then employed, which considers the global and local volumetric information.
In the segmentation scheme an improved 3D active surface modelling method
is used to segment the VOIs in the PET volume. Finally, a trimap which
contains a definite foreground, a definite background and an unknown region
is automatically generated and an alpha matting technique is used to refine
the segmentation results.

Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed unsupervised PET image segmentation approach.

2.1. Noise Removal

To overcome the low signal-to-noise ratio of PET images, an anisotropic
diffusion method is used to reduce noise in each PET slice. This method
is able to effectively remove additive noise while retaining the image edges.
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The traditional nonlinear diffusion filtering method proposed by Perona and
Malik [12] can be described as:{

∂I
∂t

= div[c (| ∇I |) · ∇I],
I (t = 0)=I0,

(1)

where∇ is the gradient operator, div() is the divergence operator,| · | denotes
the magnitude, c (x) denotes the diffusion coefficient, and I0 is the initial
image. The diffusion coefficient which was improved in [13] is defined as:

c (x) =
1

ln[e+ (x/κ)2 ]
, (2)

where κ is an edge magnitude parameter.
Under the control of c (| ∇I |), the model can achieve selective smoothing

based on the gradient field of the original image. For edges with large gra-
dient magnitudes, c (| ∇I |) is small, and the model will perform hardly any
smoothing in order to keep the high frequency edge details. On the other
hand, for flat areas where the gradient magnitudes are small, c (| ∇I |) will
be large, and the model will perform a strong smoothing to remove noise.
However, to allow this method to work well the iteration number needs to
be specified by the user.

In our work, we have included an automatic stopping criteria to eliminate
the requirement for user input. The flowchart of our new automatic noise
removal scheme is show in Fig. 2. The method is based on estimating the
difference in mutual information (MI) in successive steps. The iteration will
stop when the difference (∂MI =| MI(k) − MI(k − 1) |) is smaller than
an empirically determined threshold value (τ). In addition, the traditional
anisotropic diffusion only considers 4 directional gradients (up, down, left and
right). In our work we extend the anisotropic diffusion to eight directions for
improved accuracy.

2.2. Improved 3D Active Surface Modelling

Active surface modelling is one of the most successful deformable model
approaches for image segmentation, especially in the area of medical image
analysis [14]. It can detect edges with sub-pixel accuracy and can easily be
formulated into an energy minimization framework. In the 3D segmentation
step, an intensity-based active surface modelling method [15, 16] which con-
siders both local and global intensity statistics is used for segmenting the
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the automatic noise removal scheme.

whole volume. A globally-convex segmentation model [17] is employed to
derive an energy function that can be minimized by convex optimization.
Subsequently, the energy function is minimized along with the deformation
of the surface using a Split Bregman technique [17]. As shown in [15], the
energy function is formally defined as:

F(φ, c1, c2, f1, f2) = ELGIF (φ, c1, c2, f1, f2) + µP(φ) + υL(φ), (3)

ELGIF (φ, c1, c2, f1, f2) = (1− ω)ELIF (φ, f1, f2) + ωEGIF (φ, c1, c2), (4)

where φ denotes the tumour contour, P(φ) =
∫

(1/2)(| ∇φ(x) | −1)2dx is the
level set regularization term, L(φ) =

∫
| ∇H(φ(x)) | dx is the smoothness

term, ω is a positive constant in [0, 1], ELIF is the local energy function and
EGIF is the global energy function, which are defined as:

ELIF (φ, f1, f2) =
∑2

i=1 λi
∫

[
∫
Kσ(x− y) | fi(x)− I(y) |2 Mi(φ(y))dy]dx,

(5)
EGIF (φ, c1, c2) =

∑2
i=1 λi

∫
| I(x)− ci |2 Mi(φ(x))dx, (6)

where Kσ(u) is a 3D Gaussian kernel function. Kσ(x − y) is a weight on
point y with regard to the centroid point x of the Gaussian kernel. The local
fitting energy ELIF is determined by the value of σ. M1(φ) = H(φ),M2(φ) =
1 − H(φ). The Heaviside function H is usually approximated by a smooth
function Hε(x) = (1/2)[1 + (2/π)arctan (x/ξ)]. As the grey level of tumours
can vary between volumes, we changed this function to attract the active
surface to the boundary of the target object as:

Hε(x) =
1

2

[
1 +

2

π
arctan

(
x− T
ξ

)]
, (7)

where T (0 ≤ T ≤ 1) denotes a normalised tumour grey level threshold,
which is the average of the maximum grey level value of some selected slices
which will be introduced in Section 2.3.
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According to the derivation by Wang et al. [15], the optimal functions
f1(x), f2(x) and constants c1, c2 that minimize F(φ, c1, c2, f1, f2) defined in
Eq. 3 are:

fi(x) =
Kσ(x) ∗ [Mi(φ(x))I(x)]

Kσ(x) ∗Mi(φ(x))
, i = 1, 2 (8)

ci(x) =

∫
I(x)Mi(φ(x))dx∫
Mi(φ(x))dx

, i = 1, 2. (9)

The optimal fitting functions f1(x), f2(x) and the constants c1, c2 that min-
imize the energy function φ can be derived from:

∂φ

∂t
= δ(φ)

[
υdiv

( ∇φ
| ∇φ |

)
− (F1 + F2)

]
+ µ
(
∇2φ− div

( ∇φ
| ∇φ |

))
, (10)

where δ is the derivative of Hε. The local intensity force F1 and the global
intensity force F2 are defined as:

F1 = (1−ω)[

∫
Kσ(y−x) | I(x)−f1(y) |2 dy−

∫
Kσ(y−x) | I(x)−f2(y) |2 dy],

(11)
F2 = ω[(I(x)− c1)2 − (I(x)− c2)2]. (12)

In [15], the energy function of the local and global model in Eq. 10 is not
convex, and the gradient descent solver can easily be trapped into a local
minimum. Here we employ the global convex segmentation model [18] to
make the energy function convex. Considering the gradient flow equation in
the local and global Gaussian distribution fitting model in Eq. 10, we drop
the last term and take v = 1, which yields:

∂φ

∂t
= δε(φ)

(
−(F1 + F2) + div

( ∇(φ)

| ∇(φ) |

))
. (13)

Following the idea proposed by Chan et al. [18], the stationary solution
of the above equation coincides with the stationary solution of:

∂φ

∂t
= −(F1 + F2) + div

( ∇(φ)

| ∇(φ) |

)
= −(λ1e1 − λ2e2) + div

( ∇(φ)

| ∇(φ) |

)
. (14)

where ei(x) = (1−ω)
∫
Kσ(y−x) | I(x)−fi(y) |2 dy+ω | I(x)−ci |2, i = 1, 2.

Bresson et al. [19] transformed the constrained optimization problem to an
unconstrained optimization problem by restricting the solution to lie within
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a finite interval. This simplified flow represents the gradient descent for the
minimization problem:

mina0≤φ≤b0E(φ) = mina0≤φ≤b0 | ∇φ |1 + < φ, r >, (15)

where r = λ1e1−λ2e2, and the restriction a0 ≤ φ ≤ b0 is to guarantee a unique
global minimum. Goldstein et al. [20] used the Split Bregman algorithm to
solve the global convex minimization problem. In this work, we constrain φ as
0 ≤ φ ≤ 1, which can guarantee a unique global minima. The global convex
model can be written as min0≤φ≤1E(φ) = min0≤φ≤1(| ∇(φ) |1 + 〈φ · r〉).

Replace the standard total variation (TV) norm TV (φ) =
∫
| ∇(φ) |=|

∇(φ) |1 with the weighted version TVg(φ) =
∫
g(| ∇(φ) |) =| ∇(φ) |g, where

g(Θ) =
1

1 + β | Θ |2
(16)

is the non-negative edge detector function, where β is a constant value.
After these steps, the minimization problem becomes:

min0≤φ≤1E(φ) = min0≤φ≤1 | ∇(φ) |g + < φ, r > . (17)

The Split Bregman method is a fast method to solve the L1-Regularization
problem. This approach has been widely used in the domain of signal restora-
tion and image processing [21, 22, 23]. The basic idea of this method is to
transform the constrained optimization problem to an unconstrained opti-
mization problem. The Split Bregman algorithm for the minimization of the
energy function in Eq. 17 was proposed by Yang et al. [17]. To apply the

Split Bregman approach, an auxillary variable ~d← ∇(φ) is introduced.
By introducing a Lagrange multiplier λL, the Bregman iteration is applied

to strictly enforce the constraint ~d = ∇(φ), we obtain the following iterative
steps:{

(φk+1, ~dk+1) = argmin0≤φ≤1 | ~d |g + < φ, r > +λL
2
|~d−∇φ−~bk|2,

~bk+1 = ~bk +∇φk+1 − ~dk+1.

For fixed ~d, minimize w.r.t. φ:

4φ =
r

λL
+∇ ∗ (~d−~b), 0 < φ < 1. (18)
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Using central discretization for the Laplace operator and backward dif-
ference for the divergence operator, the numerical scheme is:

αi,j = dxi−1,j − dxi,j + dyi,j−1 − d
y
i,j − (bxi−1,j − bxi,j − b

y
i,j−1 − b

y
i,j),

βi,j = 1
4
(φi−1,j + φi+1,j + φi,j−1 + φi,j+1 − r

λL
+ αi,j),

φi,j = max{min{βi,j, 1}, 0}.

For fixed φ, minimize w.r.t. ~d:

~dk+1 = shrinkg

(
~dk +∇φk+1,

1

λL

)
= shrink

(
~dk +∇φk+1,

g

λL

)
, (19)

where
shrink(x, r) =

x

| x |
max(| x | −r, 0). (20)

The iteration termination criterion is defined as ‖ φk+1−φk ‖> Ψ. Using
this method, once the optimal φ is found, we can generate the segmented
region Ωk =

{
x : φk(x) > 0.5

}
. The implementation of the Split Bregman

algorithm for minimizing the energy function in Eq. 17 can be summarized
as follows:
1: while ‖ φk+1 − φk ‖> Ψ do
2: Define rk = λ1e

k
1 − λ2ek2

3: φk+1 = GS(rk,
−→
dk ,
−→
bk , λL)

4:
−→
d
k+1

= shrinkg(
−→
bk +∇φk+1, 1/λL)

5:
−→
b
k+1

=
−→
b
k

+∇φk+1 −−→d
k+1

6: Find Ωk =
{
x : φk(x) > 0.5

}
7: Update ek1 and ek2
8: end,

where GS(rk,
−→
dk ,
−→
bk , λL) denotes the Gauss-Seidal iteration method,

−→
b ,
−→
d

are auxiliary variables, shrinkg is a shrinkage frame (see [19, 24, 25]), and
Ω is the tumour region. We use this improved region-based active surface
modelling method to segment VOIs in the PET volume.

2.3. Hierarchical Segmentation Scheme

Given the limited spatial resolution of PET images, we use the above
segmentation in a hierarchical scheme that can effectively segment the VOI
from the surrounding tissue. In the first step, we calculate the standard
deviation value in a small window for each pixel. For each image, if the
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average of all the standard deviation values is above an empirical threshold
ψ, this image will be considered as a significantly noisy image, and will not
be used to estimate the adaptive threshold T in Eq. 7. Next, we extract a
closed surface area by using a low threshold to initialize the surface. Then
the surface is deformed by minimizing the energy function in Eq. 3. The
threshold T in Eq. 7 is estimated by calculating the average of the maximum
grey level values of some selected slices in the volume. These slices, which
contain potential MS lesions, are obtained by propagating a single slice which
are most likely to contain MS lesions (see Fig. 3). Specifically, we obtain
the maximum grey level value for each slice and normalize all the values
between 0 and 1. We then select the slice which contains the maximum
value (i.e. 1) as the starting point. This slice will be used to compare with its
three preceding slices (named as left neighboring window). If the difference
between the slice maximum and the maximum in subsequent slices within
the left neighboring window is below a threshold ϕ, we move to its closest
preceding slice and compare the slice with its corresponding left window.
Otherwise, the propagation across the selected slices will be stopped. The
same process is also imposed on the slices following the starting point. The
selected slices are propagated in this way. The threshold T in Eq. 7 can
be estimated by calculating the average maximum grey level values of these
selected slices.

For robust segmentation, a reliability metric is used to remove false pos-
itive VOIs. Specifically, the 6-connected neighborhood voxels are labeled in
the results. If the tumour only exists in one or two slices, the corresponding
3D labelling will be considered as a false positive VOI and will be removed
from the results.

In the next step, we try to find the non-detected regions that are not
selected in the first step. We use the local grey level volumetric information
to segment the non-detected VOIs. Specifically, morphology is used to dilate
each 3D VOI generated in the previous step. Then a 3D maximum bounding
box which can be used as the initial closed surface is generated for each
dilated VOI. Subsequently, each VOI is segmented again using the local grey
level voxels. The threshold T in this step is estimated by computing the
average grey level values of the voxels in each bounding box. The advantage
of the approach lies in its multi-level processing. It first considers the whole
range of grey levels in the volume and as such avoids being trapped into
local minima. Secondly, the local range of grey levels is utilized to refine the
segmentation which can effectively avoid false negative segmentations.
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Figure 3: An example of the processing of the slice selection. The red color square indicates
selected slices, the absolute value |d| denotes the difference of the values between the two
slices connected with arrow, the threshold ϕ is given as 0.1 in this example.

2.4. Segmentation Refinement by Alpha Matting

Due to the limited image resolution, active surface modelling may produce
undesired or unrealistic deformed surfaces, especially for thin structures. In
addition, the partial volume effect (when a pixel represents more than one
kind of tissue type) blurs the intensity discontinuity between tissue classes
at the border of abnormal tissue. The binary segmentation results generat-
ed from the previous steps might not accurately represent the real tumour
boundaries. To further improve the segmentation accuracy, we introduce an
alpha matting method [26] into our segmentation pipeline. We observe that
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the blurry boundary of a VOI is caused by the fact that the boundary pixels
are a mixture of the foreground tissue (tumours) and the background tis-
sue (normal tissue). Instead of generating binary segmentation labels, alpha
matting techniques can generate fractional alpha values between 0 and 1 for
these pixels, which can be viewed as accurate soft segmentation.

To use alpha matting, a trimap has to be generated at first, which sepa-
rates the image into three regions: definite foreground F , definite background
B, and the unknown region U , as indicated in step 3 in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Our
system automatically generates this trimap. Specifically, we use morphology
to erode the previous segmentation result with a circular structuring element
to obtain the foreground F (show in white), then the background B (show in
black) can be generated by dilating the binary segmentation. The unknown
area (show in grey) can be generated which contains all pixels that are not
covered by either F or B. For some foreground regions which are very small,
erosion will remove all the foreground pixels. To avoid this problem, we la-
bel the segmented regions in each slice and count the pixel number in each
region. If the number of pixels in a labelled region is smaller than 9 (if the
region is eroded by using a circular structure, it will disappear), the labelled
region will be directly used as the foreground without erosion.

To solve the alpha matting problem, we use the approach proposed by
Levin et al. [26]. Using this approach each single slice is modelled as Ii =
αFi + (1 − α)Bi, where I is the observed image, F and B are foreground
and background, and α is the transparency parameter. It can be rewritten
as αi = aIi + b, where a = 1/(F − B), b = −B/(F − B). Then the problem
is converted to finding α, a and b to minimize the cost function:

J(α, a, b) =
∑

j∈I

(∑
i∈wj

(αi − ajIi − bj)2 + εa2j

)
(21)

where wj is a small window around pixel j. For J(α) = mina,bJ(α, a, b), we
have J(α) = αTLα, where

Li,j =
∑

k|(i,j)∈wk

(
δi,j − 1

|wk|

(
1 +

(Ii−µk)(Ij−µk)
ε

|wk|+σ
2
k

))
. (22)

In this Laplacian function, δi,j is the Kronecker delta, µk and σ2
k are the mean

and variance of the intensities in the window wk around k which is usually
3 × 3, and | wk | is the number of pixels in this window. The details of
the energy minimization process can be found in [26]. Solving the matting
problem leads to a soft segmentation of VOIs in PET images.
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3. Experiments

In this section, we present the test data and the experiments used to
test the accuracy of the proposed hierarchical segmentation algorithm. We
compare our approach with two state-of-the-art methods, namely PGVF [9]
and MAP-MRF-EM [10].

3.1. Test Images

To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method, we use 2 PET volumes
of head-and-neck cancer patients and 2 volumes of a custom-built tumour
phantom, as used in previous experiments at the XII Turku PET Sympo-
sium [27]. All images were acquired using a hybrid PET/CT scanner (GE
Discovery) and the metabolic tracer [18F]FDG. Volumes of interest are de-
tailed in Tab.1. Each patient volume contains a tumour and in one case a
metastatic lymph node. The phantom contains two glass VOIs representing
tumour and lymph node, and was scanned twice with different activity FDG
concentrations to reproduce typical signal-to-background ratios as seen in
clinical practice.

Table 1: Details of two head and neck cancer PET images, and details of the phantom
scans, with different activity concentrations in the VOI and background (BG).

PET PET protocol
image VOI initial activity

(MBq ml−1)
frame
(minutes)

voxel size (mm)

patient 1 tumour
& node

240 3.0 2.73×2.73 ×3.27

patient 2 tumour 363 3.0 2.73×2.73 ×3.27
phantom
scan 1

tumour
& node

8.7 and 4.9
(VOI and BG)

10.0 1.17×1.17 ×3.27

phantom
scan 2

tumour 10.7 and 2.7
(VOI and BG)

10.0 1.17×1.17 ×3.27

The patient images have the advantage of presenting a real segmenta-
tion problem, while the phantom images have the advantage of more reliable
ground truth. In the case of phantom VOIs, ground truth masks were cre-
ated from CT images that were acquired simultaneously by the PET/CT
device and reconstructed to the same voxel grid as the PET images. The
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CT images were thresholded at a density value (HU) corresponding to the
transition between glass and tracer at the internal surface of the VOIs. The
selected CT threshold recovered the known internal volume of the glass VOIs,
measured independently from their liquid contents. In the case of patient tu-
mours, ground truth segmentations were generated using manual delineation
by three expert physicians based at the imaging site. Each expert delineated
each of the three patient tumours twice.

In [28], Zeng et al. randomly selected one as the ground truth from the
resulting 6 ground truth estimates. However, a single manual segmentation
should not be considered as the ground truth as manual delineation is prone
to variability [2, 29]. In this work, we generate a union ground truth by
combining all the manual segmentation results together as:

UGD =

∑N
1 Si
N

× 255, (23)

where UGD denotes the union ground truth, Si denotes one manual segmen-
tation, and N is the total number of manual segmentations. Fig. 4 shows
an example of the computed union ground truth, where Fig. 4(b-g) are the
manually delineated segmentation results, and Fig. 4(h) is the union ground
truth generated by combining all the manual results.

Figure 4: Examples of union ground truth for patient data. (a) patient PET data (slice
30 for patient 1, and slice 10 for patient 2), (b) manual result (physician 1 run 1), (c)
manual result (physician 1 run 2), (d) manual result (physician 2 run 1), (e) manual result
(physician 2 run 2), (f) manual result (physician 3 run 1), (g) manual result (physician 3
run 2), (h) union ground truth (the color bar is shown in the left corner).

3.2. Segmentation Results

We first describe the detailed segmentation process for the examples of a
patient tumour and a phantom tumour which are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6,
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Figure 5: A patient example of tumour segmentation based on the proposed method.

respectively. In preprocessing, the anisotropic diffusion model is used to
automatically reduce the image noise slice by slice. The iterative anisotropic
diffusion will stop once the difference of the mutual information value is below
τ , which is set to be 0.05. In this experiment, the automatically determined
iteration number is 3 for patient slice 30 and 4 for phantom slice 20. In
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Figure 6: A phantom example of tumour segmentation based on the proposed method.

the first step, the standard deviation value is calculated in a 7 × 7 window
for each pixel. We then calculate the average standard deviation for each
slice in this volume. The slices which are below the threshold ψ = 5 will
be selected to estimate the adaptive threshold T in Eq. 7. For the patient
volume, the average standard deviation of all the slices are far less than ψ,
so all the slices are used to calculate T . For the phantom volume, the first
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and the second slices are above ψ, which significantly influences estimating
the threshold T , so the first two slices will not be used to estimate T . We
obtain all the maximum grey level values for each slice in the volume, and
normalize all of them to be between 0 and 1. Subsequently, the selected slices
(patient 1: from 23 to 36, phantom 1: from 7 to 30) are identified using the
proposed criteria (ϕ = 0.12), then the threshold T in Eq. 7 is automatically
estimated as 0.916 for the patient volume and 0.783 for the phantom volume,
respectively. In this work, ω = 0.1 in Eq. 4, the 3D Gaussian kernel σ is 3,
λi = 1 in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, ξ = 0.1 in Eq. 7, and λL = 10 in Eq. 18.
The improved active surface modelling result is used to segment the image
and false positive regions are automatically removed. In the second step,
the previous results are dilated by using a sphere with radius equals to 10.
The maximum bounding box is then generated as the initial surface for each
VOI. Subsequently, the improved active surface modelling is used again to
segment each bounding box, and the results are shown as semi-transparent
red regions in step 2 in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The threshold T is recalculated for
each dilated VOI. From the results we can see that some false negative regions
are identified in this step. For example, the VOI2 in Fig. 5 step 2 and Fig. 6
step 2, respectively. In the third step, the alpha matting algorithm is used to
further refine the segmentation. The radius for dilation and erosion for the
trimap generation is fixed at 3 for all the images. Visual comparison with
the ground truth, indicates the proposed method can accurately segment the
VOIs.

We have compared our method with alternative approaches on real and
phantom PET data. For real PET data, some images are randomly select-
ed and are shown in Fig. 7. Compared with the ground truth, the results
of PGVF and MAP-MRF EM methods have more false positives than our
results, especially on slice 18 for patient 1. This is partially due to the low
spatial resolution of the image, partial volume effects and the fact that these
per-slice methods ignore volumetric grey level information. For the phantom
data shown in Fig. 8, some of the images contain significant noise and densi-
ty inhomogenity. The PGVF method fails to segment the abnormal region,
since the density of the abnormal region is very similar to the surrounding
tissue. The MAP-MRF EM method also does not perform well on images
with significant noise. In contrast, our proposed method performs well on
these images and provides accurate segmentation results.
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Figure 7: Segmentation of patient VOIs. From left to right: patient data (color bar in
the upper left corner) (from top to bottom: slice 18, slice 24, slice 26, slice 30, slice 34 for
patient 1, and slice 7, slice 10 for patient 2); PGVF [9]; MAP-MRF EM [10]; segmentation
results of our method (color bar in the upper left corner); ground truth (color bar in the
upper left corner).

3.3. Accuracy Evaluation

Previous work on comparing contouring methods in PET oncology [30,
31, 32] only use binary segmentation results as ground truth, thus cannot be
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Figure 8: Segmentation of phantom VOIs. From left to right: phantom data (color bar in
the upper left corner) (from top to bottom: slice 7, slice 22, slice 26 for phantom 1, slice
5, slice 19, slice 21 for phantom 2); PGVF [9]; MAP-MRF EM [10]; segmentation results
of our method (color bar in the upper left corner); ground truth (color bar in the upper
left corner).

used with the union ground truth. In this work, mutual information is used
as a measure of statistical correlation of a segmentation result and the union
ground truth. Given an image A (union ground truth) and B (segmentation
result), their mutual information is defined as:

MI(A,B) = H(A) +H(B)−H(A,B), (24)

where MI(A,B) is the mutual information of image A and B, H(A) and
H(B) are the entropy of image A and B, respectively, and H(A,B) is the
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Table 2: The mutual information distance and standard deviation (MID±SD) for tumour
segmentation on PET data (all values ×10−3).

Algorithm PGVF [9] MAP-MRF EM [10] Our method
Patient 1 3.10±3.76 3.32±4.34 1.33±1.42
Patient 2 5.50±1.35 4.43±1.11 4.18±1.04

Phantom 1 3.43±4.15 4.22±4.89 1.67±1.87
Phantom 2 5.89±7.28 5.60±6.80 3.98±5.14
All images 4.48±4.14 4.39±4.29 2.79±2.37

joint entropy of A and B. Fig. 9 shows the mutual information curves. The
blue line denotes the mutual information of the ground truth MI(A,A).
For the patient images, the union ground truth is directly used to compare
our method with alternative approaches [9, 10]. The mutual information
curves of our method in patient images are closer to the ground truth curves,
except for a few points for patient 2. For the phantom images, the mutual
information curves of our method are always better than those of the other
approaches.

For patient 2, it is difficult to evaluate the results using the mutual in-
formation curve, because some points of the proposed method are under the
mutual information curve generated by the alternative methods, and the av-
erage of the mutual information value of our method is similar to the others.
In this work, a mutual information distance (MID) for the VOIs between the
ground truth MI(A,A) and the segmentation results MI(A,B) is proposed
as:

MID =

∑N
i=1(MI(A,A)i −MI(A,B)i)

N
, (25)

where N is the number of slices in the volume. The MID is used as a mea-
surement for the distance between two curves (the curves of the segmentation
result and the ground truth in Fig. 9). It is performed slice by slice rather
than the whole volume in order to calculate the standard deviation for the
VOIs in the whole volume. A lower MID value indicates a better segmenta-
tion result. In Table 2, we can see our MID values as well as the standard
deviation (SD) are lower in all the cases (especially for patient 1, phantom 1
and phantom 2) as well as the average values (All images) compared to the
other methods.
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Figure 9: Mutual information for tumour segmentation on PET data. (a) patient 1, (b)
patient 2, (c) phantom 1, (d) phantom 2.
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To further evaluate the accuracy of the segmentation results, we measure
the volumetric overlap of a segmentation with the ground truth. We use
the standard overlap measure of the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) [33]
defined as:

DSC(A1, B1) = 2× (A1 ∩B1)/(A1 +B1), (26)

where A1 and B1 denote the number of voxels contained in the ground truth
and the segmentation result, respectively, and A1 ∩ B1 denotes the number
of voxels in the intersected region of A1 and B1. This measure has values
in the range of 0 to 1, where DSC=1 indicates the exact overlap with the
ground truth, i.e. the optimal segmentation. Using this metric we compare
the proposed method and previous segmentation methods [9, 10] for both
real and phantom PET. Note that computing DSC requires binary input
images, but both our segmentation results and the union ground truth for
the patient data have soft alpha values. We thus need to convert them from
soft segmentation to binary segmentation for computing DSC values. To do
so, we use a fixed threshold at the median grey level (128) for thresholding as
the average of the union ground truth to calculate DSC for the patient data.
Then we threshold the grey level of our results using different threshold values
from 0 to 255 at intervals of 20. Fig. 10 shows the results of DSC and the
standard deviation (SD), we can see that the results in DSC are close to the
comparison methods [9, 10] at low threshold values except the phantom 2. As
the threshold value increasing, our results in DSC are gradually increased and
better than the alternative methods. From the average results in Fig. 10(e)
and Fig. 10(f), we can see the values of DSC achieve to the maximum around
the median threshold value. In contrast with the DSC, the best results
of standard deviation (SD) can be obtained at the low threshold values.
Although the standard deviations are gradually growing with the increasing
of the threshold value, the average of the standard deviations in both patient
and phantom volumes are better than the alternative methods [9, 10].

We also use a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) to evaluate spa-
tial accuracy of the segmentation results. We denote TP as true positive,
TN as true negative, FN as false negative, and TN as true negative. Each
point on the ROC curve represents a sensitivity/specificity pair correspond-
ing to a grey level threshold at intervals of size equals to 20 from 0 to
255. The ROC curve is created by plotting the fraction of true positive
values (TPR=TP/(TP+FN)) and the fraction of false positive values (F-
PR=FP/(FP+TN)) at different grey level threshold. Accuracy is measured
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Figure 10: Dice index curves for tumour segmentation on PET data. (a) patient 1, (b)
patient 2, (c) phantom 1, (d) phantom 2, (e) overall mean of patient PET, (f) overall mean
of phantom PET.

by the area under the ROC curve. The best possible prediction method would
yield a point in the upper left corner (0,1) of the ROC space, representing
100% accuracy. For the patient data, the ground truth is again thresholded
at the median grey level (128). Fig. 11 (a, c, e, g) shows the ROC curves of
all the test cases and Fig. 11 (b, d, f, h) show some zoomed-in parts of the
ROC curves. We can see that the ROC curves of our method are steep due
to low FP values. As the grey level threshold increases, our method shows a
larger area under the ROC curve than the alternative approaches [9, 10]. The
area under the ROC curve (AUC) is shown in Table 3, we can see the AUC
values in our results are improved compared with [9, 10], and the standard
deviation is better than [9].
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Figure 11: ROC curves for tumour segmentation on PET data. (a), (c), (e), and (g) are
patient 1, patient 2, phantom 1, and phantom 2 ROC curve, respectively. (b), (d), (f),
and (h) are zoomed-in parts of the patient 1, patient 2, phantom 1, and phantom 2 ROC
curves, respectively.
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Table 3: The area under the ROC curve (AUC) for tumour segmentation on PET data

Algorithm PGVF [9] MAP-MRF EM [10] Our method
Patient 1 0.86 0.84 0.99
Patient 2 0.70 0.75 0.95

Phantom 1 0.85 0.77 0.98
Phantom 2 0.64 0.65 0.79
Average±SD 0.76±0.11 0.75±0.08 0.93±0.09

4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a new approach for PET image segmentation
based on improved local and global intensity-based active surface modelling
and alpha matting. The proposed method has the following four advantages.
Firstly, it uses both local and global information to segment the volume da-
ta, leading to a more globally optimal solution and less segmentation errors.
Secondly, a selection criteria for non-detected regions is used, which can ef-
fectively eliminate false negatives. Thirdly, the alpha matting technique is
introduced to deal with partial volume effects, which achieves sub-pixel pre-
cision segmentation. Finally, a union ground truth for the patient data is
introduced to evaluate our method using different measuring metrics. Evalu-
ation shows that compared with alternative approaches, our method is more
accurate and robust for PET image segmentation. As future work, we plan
to extend the alpha matting method from 2D to 3D for improved handling
of volumetric data. Also, we plan to further evaluate this method on a larg-
er clinical PET dataset, and apply this method to other medical imaging
problems.
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